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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Efosa is a contemporary story that explores a few
deep seated issues which have plagued the sacred Sistah circle for quite some time. Taboo
subjects rooted in pain and shame leave scars on the soul that continue to injure friendships today.
Colorism and discrimination are problems which simmer below the surface in the lives of Nikki,
Toni, Sharron and Jade; meet the ladies. Nikki Fairchild is a beautiful, chocolate sistah
contemplating breaking off her engagement to August. Her beloved Creole fiance s wealthy
parents disapprove because of deeply rooted hatred wrapped in years of shame. Another brown
skinned beauty is the gorgeous entrepreneur Toni Jackson who loves fast cars and even faster
men. Single and paid she has wrapped herself in a cocoon, however, how long can she mask the
loneliness with material objects? Check out Sharron Harris a striking, intelligent woman on top of
her game and climbing the corporate ladder. Refusing to apologize for ambition, she is determined
to climb the corporate ladder; however no one informed her that someone else is holding the
ladder. Meet the enchanting...
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ReviewsReviews

Very beneficial for all type of folks. It can be rally intriguing throgh studying time. You will like how the writer publish this ebook.
-- Nathan Cruickshank-- Nathan Cruickshank

Totally one of the better pdf I have at any time read through. It really is simplified but shocks within the 50 % from the ebook. Once you begin to read the
book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mariano Spinka-- Mariano Spinka
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